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Relaxation of particles in the sloped region in a conserved growth model
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The dynamical scaling properties of conserved growth models, in which the downward~upward! movement
of a particle dropped only on the sloped region occurs with a probabilityp (12p), are investigated by
simulations in the substrate dimensiond51. By direct analysis of the surface fluctuationW, the models with
p.1/2 are clearly and cleanly shown to have crossover behavior from Mullins-Herring~MH! universality to
Edwards-Wilkinson~EW! universality. In contrast, the models withp,1/2 are shown to have an instability
eventually, even though they initially follow the MH equation. The model withp51/2 is shown to belong to
the MH universality class and to be the critical model that splits the models with EW behavior from those with
the instability. From these results we explain the physical reason for the very slow crossover in models like the
Wolf-Villain model.
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Because of its possible relevance to the growth dynam
in molecular beam expitaxy, kinetic interface roughening
growth models@1–12# in which the number of particles
dropped on the surface is conserved has been studied e
sively. These conserved growth~CG! models are believed to
follow the continuum equation

]h~x,t !

]t
5n2¹2h2n4¹4h1l¹2~¹h!21h~x,t !, ~1!

^h~x,t !h~x8,t8!&52Dd~x2x8!d~ t2t8!. ~2!

The Family model@3#, in which a particle dropped on
chosen column relaxes to a nearest neighbor~NN! column if
the height of the NN column is lower than that of the chos
column, is one of the well-known CG models. The growth
the Family model is known to follow the Edwards-Wilkinso
~EW! equation, i.e., Eq.~1! with n2Þ0 andn45l50 @13#.
The Wolf-Villain ~WV! model @4# and the Das Sarma–
Tamborenea~DT! model @5# are also well-known CG mod
els. In the WV and DT models, the movement of a dropp
particle depends on the lateral coordination numbers of
chosen column and NNs of the chosen column. The lat
coordination numberki @2# of a columni is the number of
lateral nearest neighbor bonds that an additional part
would have if it were deposited on the column. In the W
model, a dropped particle moves to a NN column if t
movement increaseski regardless of theki of the chosen
column. In the DT model only a particle dropped on t
column withki50 is allowed, but the movement condition
the same as that of the WV model. Even though there ex
a difference between the WV and DT models, they w
originally suggested to follow the Mullins-Herring~MH!
equation, i.e., Eq.~1! with n4Þ0 andn25l50 @14#. The
large curvature model@9# and restricted curvature model@10#
were also suggested to follow the MH equation. In the
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stochastic growth models for the MH equation the relaxat
of a dropped particle to a NN column depends onki or on the
local curvature¹2h.

However, the WV model was indirectly proved to have
very slow crossover from MH universality to EW universa
ity by various studies such as measurements of the
dependent currentJ @2,6# and large-scale simulations@7,8#.
In contrast, such a crossover was not found@2# in the DT
model @5# and its variant suggested by Krug@2#, because
negativeJ was not found in these models.

In contrast we recently suggested a stochastic gro
model @12# following the MH equation in which dropped
particles relax to NN columns by comparing the height of t
chosen column to those of NNs as in the Family model@3#.
The growth algorithm of this modified Family model~MFM!
@12# in the substrate dimensiond51 was as follows. Letx be
a randomly chosen column. Ifh(x11)>h(x) andh(x21)
>h(x), thenh(x)→h(x)11. Otherwise take either the pro
cess $h(x11)→h(x11)11% or $h(x21)→h(x21)11%
randomly. The condition for a particle to relax to a NN co
umn in the MFM @12# is the same as that in the Fami
model. However, the directions of movements of particles
the MFM are different from those in the Family model.
particle in the MFM moves to a randomly selected NN c
umn, but one in the Family model moves only to a N
column of lower height.

In this paper we first want to investigate the critical re
tion between the original Family model and the MFM@12#.
From detailed investigations of various growth processes,
want to show that the growth processes onthe sloped region
can alone decide the scaling behavior. Here the sloped re
means the columnx at which the relationh(x11,t)
.h(x,t).h(x21,t) or h(x11,t),h(x,t),h(x21,t) is
satisfied.~See also the region named ‘‘Growth II’’ in Fig. 1.!
Other growth processes that are not on the sloped reg
such as those on half-sloped regions~see the region name
‘‘Growth III’’ in Fig. 1 ! will be shown to be irrelevant for
deciding the universality class of the models. If the partic
on the sloped region move to a randomly selected NN c
umn, then the growth will be shown to follow the MH equ
©2002 The American Physical Society09-1
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tion. In contrast, if the particles on the sloped region mo
downward more probably than upward, then the growth w
be shown to have crossover behavior from the MH to
EW universality class. If the particles on the sloped reg
are more probably move upward than downward, then
growth will be shown to have a sort of instability. Thus th
model with the same probability of a downward moveme
on the sloped region as that of an upward movemen
shown to belong to the MH universality class and to be
critical model which splits the EW universality from a sort
instability.

Another motivation of the present study is to establish
clean model which clearly follows the linear growth equati
@15#

]h~x,t !

]t
5n2¹2h2n4¹4h1h~x,t !. ~3!

The physical importance of Eq.~3! is that the equation pre
dicts crossover behavior from EW universality to MH un
versality with a crossover timetc5n4 /n2

2 @15#. Until now
there has not been a stochastic growth model in which
surface fluctuationW directly and clearly follows Eq.~3! as
far as the crossover behavior is concerned. As discussed
viously, the WV model was speculated or indirectly prov
to follow Eq. ~3! @2,6–8#. In contrast, we shall show tha
models in which a downward movement of a partic
dropped on the sloped region is more probable than an
ward movement clearly follow Eq.~3!. This will be shown
directly from the power-law behavior ofW, W.tb, where
we can estimate the crossover timetc accurately. Combining
the numerical result forn2 from the measurement ofJ, and
tc5n4 /n2

2, we can also calculaten4. In this sense models
with a more downward probability are those that follow E
~3! with the corresponding numerical values ofn2 and n4
known.

The third motivation of our study is to explain the phys
cal grounds for such a slow crossover in models like the W
model. The lateral coordination numberki @2# of a sloped
region is 1. Since movement of a particle dropped on the

FIG. 1. Schematic diagram for the particle movements in
models defined in this paper. Growth I is the case where the gro
occurs at the chosen column as in the original Family mod
Growth II is the case for the sloped region.p is the probability for
downward movement and 12p is the probability for upward move
ment. Growth III is the case for the half-sloped region, where
probability to move to either of the nearest neighbor columns is
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with ki51 in the WV model is allowed, the movement of
particle dropped on the sloped region is very important
understand the crossover behavior of the WV model. Fr
analysis of the models in which the movement of the parti
on the sloped region is treated in a careful way, we wan
discuss the physical reasons why slow crossover beha
exists in the WV model.

To show the importance of movements of particl
dropped on the sloped region, we now introduce a kind
stochastic discrete model in the substrate dimensiond51.
We believe that the extension of our model to those
higher-dimensional substrates can easily be done. The de
of our model are as follows. Letx be a randomly chosen
column during a certain growth process. The growth arou
column x follows one of three growth processes, Growth
Growth II, or Growth III.

Growth I. If h(x11)>h(x) and h(x21)>h(x), then
h(x)→h(x)11.

Growth II. If h(x21),h(x),h(x11), take the growth
processh(x21)→h(x21)11 with probability p or the
growth processh(x11)→h(x11)11 with probability 1
2p. If h(x11),h(x),h(x21), take the growth proces
h(x11)→h(x11)11 with probabilityp or the growth pro-
cessh(x21)→h(x21)11 with probability 12p.

Growth III. Otherwise take either the processh(x11)
→h(x11)11 or the processh(x21)→h(x21)11 ran-
domly ~or with the same probability!.

In Fig. 1 the possible movements of the dropped partic
in our models are shown. Growth I is the growth process
the chosen column. Growth II is the growth process on
sloped region. The downward movement of a dropped p
ticle on the sloped region occurs with probabilityp. If p
51, then the growth process on the sloped region is the s
as that of the Family model. Ifp.1/2, then a downward
movement is more probable than an upward movemen
p51/2, a dropped particle on the sloped region make
downward or upward movement randomly and thus
growth process on the sloped region is the same as that o
MFM model @12#. If p,1/2, then upward movement on th
sloped region is more probable. Growth III is the grow
process on the half-sloped region. Here the half-sloped
gion means the case$h(x21,t),h(x,t)5h(x11,t)% or
$h(x21,t)5h(x,t).h(x11,t)%. In Growth III, the relax-
ation of a dropped particle to either of the NN columns o
curs completely randomly, or the probability of relaxation
either of the NN columns is assigned to be 1/2. In the Fam
model a particle dropped on the half-sloped region move
the NN column of lower height. In contrast, a particle on t
half-sloped region moves to one of the NN columns ra
domly in the present model.

To find the scaling behaviors of the growth models d
fined above, the fluctuations of growing surfaces were st
ied by simulations. The simulations were performed with
periodic boundary condition on a flat substrate in the s
strate dimensiond51. To see the early-time behavior of th
surface fluctuationW(L,t) for various p’s, we measured
W(t!Lz) as a function oft on a substrate of sizeL51024
and the results are shown in Fig. 2. The data for eachp in
Fig. 2 were taken by averaging over more than 50 indep
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RELAXATION OF PARTICLES IN THE SLOPED . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E65 041609
dent runs.W(L,t) for p50.5 in the early-time regime or th
regime fort!Lz satisfies the relationW(L,t).tb quite well.
From the fit of the data forp50.5 to the relationW(L,t)
.tb, we obtainedb50.37(2). As far as theearly-time be-
havior is concerned, the model withp51/2 is sure to belong
to the MH universality class@12#, since the exactb for the
MH equation isb53/8 @1,2,4,5#. The data forp51 in the
regime fort!Lz satisfyW(t!Lz).tb with b50.25(1) well
and this model is the same as the Family model in its crit
behavior. In contrast, the data forp.1/2 in Fig. 2 show
rather complex behaviors. For detailed analyses of the
with p.1/2, the data forp50.55 andp50.60 are redrawn
in Fig. 3. As can be seen from the fitted lines in Fig.
W(t!Lz) for p.1/2 initially follows W(L,t).tb i with b i
50.37(2) well. Then, after a crossover timetc , W(L,t) fol-
lows W(L,t).tb f with some other exponentb f . For p
50.55 the best estimates fortc and b f are tc.110.0 (lntc
.4.7) andb f50.27(1). ~See the inset of Fig. 3.! For p
50.60 the estimatedtc andb f are tc.59.2 (lntc.4.1) and
b i50.25(1). Even though the exponentb f (.0.27) for p
50.55 is slightly larger thanb51/4 for the EW equation, it
can be concluded that the early-time behavior of the mod
for p.1/2 shows crossover behavior from the initial M
behavior to the eventual EW behavior. Furthermore, we c
firmed that the crossover timetc becomes smaller as th
downward probabilityp increases from 1/2.

As we discussed when explaining the motivations of t
paper, this kind of crossover behavior is a typical one wh

FIG. 2. Plots of lnW(L,t) against lnt for p>1/2. p.1/2 means
that a downward movement in the sloped region is more prob
than an upward movement. The size of the substrate usedL
51024. The solid line with indexb53/8 describes the line tha
satisfies the relationW.t3/8 and the line with indexb51/4 corre-
sponds to the relationW.t1/4. Inset shows the plots of lnW(L,t)
against lnt for p,1/2, i.e., for cases in which an upward moveme
is more probable than a downward movement.
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can be described by Eq.~3!. So our model withp.1/2 is a
stochastic growth model that follows Eq.~3!. The crossover
time tc from the regime withW(L,t).t3/8 ~MH regime! to
the regime withW(L,t).t1/4 ~EW regime! for the growth
described by Eq.~3! is known to satisfytc5n4 /n2

2 @15# and
thustc should be a function of the probabilityp in our model.
As is well known, the coefficientn2 in Eq. ~3! can be ob-
tained by measuring the tilt-dependent surface currentJ(m)
as a function ofm, wherem is the average slope of the tilte
substrate@6#. J(m) is measured by counting the differenc
between the number of jumps in the uphill and downh
directions. If the net current is in the uphill direction,J(m) is
positive. n2 can be determined by the relationn25
2(]J/]m)um50. The measurement ofJ(m) is important, be-
causeJ(m),0 meansn2.0 and guarantees the EW ter
(n2¹2h). We measuredJ(m) for the model withp>1/2 by
dropping more than 108 particles in the steady-state regim
~or t@Lz! using a system with sizeL51024. The data for
J(m) are shown in Fig. 4. The magnitude ofJ(m) for p
51/2 in Fig. 4 is very small~or less than 0.0001! andJ(m)
for p51/2 does not have any special trend whenm is varied.
So we believe thatn2(p51/2)50. For the model withp
.1/2, negativeJ(m)’s were found. From the data in Fig.
and the relationn252(]J/]m)um50, we can calculate the
values forn2 for p.1/2. The calculated values ofn2 for p
50.55 andp50.60 are displayed in Table I. One can al
estimate the dependence ofn4 on p @n4(p)# from the ob-
tained values ofn2(p) and tc(p) and the relation tc

5n4 /n2
2. The estimations ofn4 for p50.55 andp50.60 are

also displayed in Table I. As was emphasized when expla
ing the motivations of this paper, our model withp.1/2 is

le

t

FIG. 3. Detailed plots of the data in Fig. 2 forp50.55 ~inset!
and 0.60. The solid lines denoted byb50.37 are from the fitting of
the initial data to the relationW.tb to obtainb50.37. The lines
denoted byb50.27 andb50.25 are also from the fitting of data
for t.tc to W.tb to obtainb50.27 orb50.25, respectively.
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YUP KIM AND S. Y. YOON PHYSICAL REVIEW E 65 041609
one of very rare models in which corresponding values ofn2
andn4 are calculable.

In Fig. 5, we display the data for the model withp>1/2
for surface widthW in the saturated regime (t@Lz). The
substrate sizes used areL532,64,128,256,512. From the fo
mula W(t@Lz).La, the estimated roughness exponentsa
for various p’s are as follows:a51.42(2) for p51/2, a
50.54(2) for p50.55, anda50.52(1) for p50.60. The
estimateda for p51/2 is close to 3/2, which is the exac
value ofa for the MH equation. Forp50.55 andp50.60,
the estimateda ’s are close to 1/2, wherea51/2 is the exact
value for the EW equation. These data in Fig. 5 support
conclusion that the critical property of the saturation regi
of the model withp51/2 is the same as that of the M
equation, whereas the critical property of the saturation
gime of the model withp.1/2 is very close to that of the
EW equation. From the results in Figs. 2–5, we can concl
that the model withp51/2 follows the MH equation. In
contrast, the model withp.1/2 follows the linear growth
equation~3!. In other words, the models withp.1/2 show
crossover behavior from MH behavior to EW behav
clearly and cleanly.

We now want to discuss the simulation results for t
model with p,1/2, in which an upward movement of th
dropped particles on the sloped region is more probable
a downward movement. The data ofW(t!Lz) for p,1/2 are
displayed in the inset of Fig. 2. InitiallyW(t!Lz) for p
.1/2 seems to followW.t3/8. But after some timeW(t)

TABLE I. Estimates of the coefficientsn2 andn4 of Eq. ~3! for
models with differentp.

p 0.55 0.60
n2 0.025 0.062
n4 0.69 0.23

FIG. 4. The dependence of currentJ(m) for model with p
>1/2 on the slopem of the tilted substrate.
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rapidly grows. We did not find saturation ofW for the model
with p,1/2 in any simulation. This result means that t
model with p,1/2 shows unlimited growth ofW as in ran-
dom deposition, and a sort of instability inW.

In summary we have shown by simulations that the mo
with p.1/2 can be described by the linear growth equat
~3!, where the corresponding values ofn2 andn4 are calcu-
lable. The model withp.1/2 has been shown to have cros
over behavior from MH behavior to EW behavior clearly a
cleanly. In contrast, the model withp,1/2 has been shown
to have some kind of instability, even though initially th
model follows the MH equation. The model withp51/2 has
been shown to belong to the MH universality class, and to
the critical model which splits the eventual EW behav
from the instability.

Now we want to discuss the physical grounds for suc
slow crossover in models like the WV model. For this, w
monitored the details of the growth process for the mo
with p51/2 in the saturation regime. The monitoring w
done by watching the growth process for 108 dropped par-
ticles on the substrate withL51024 in the saturation regim
~or t@Lz!. About 71% of the particles were dropped on t
sloped region, where 50% of particles dropped on the slo
region of course moved upward and 50% of them mov
downward. Among the downward movements only 2.5%
creased the lateral coordination number and 97.5% did
change the lateral coordination number. 27% of the upw
movements decreased the lateral coordination number
73% of them did not change the lateral coordination numb
From these results of the monitoring the following conc
sions are drawn. First, the main growth processes in the s
ration regime of the model withp51/2 are those on the
sloped region. Second, only a small portion of the downw

FIG. 5. Plots of lnW(t@Lz) against lnL for model withp>1/2.
The solid lines denoted by the corresponding valuesa are obtained
by fitting the data to the relationW(t@Lz).La.
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RELAXATION OF PARTICLES IN THE SLOPED . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E65 041609
movement on the sloped region increases the lateral coo
nation number. We can expect that the morphology of m
els like the WV model at very larget is structurally and
critically the same as that of the model withp51/2, because
both models followW.t3/8 in the initial regime. Then in
both models the main growth processes at very larget are
expected to occur on the sloped region. A particle dropped
the sloped region or on a site with lateral coordination nu
ber ki51 in the WV model@2,4# can relax to a NN column
provided that the relaxation increaseski . Since the move-
ments on the sloped region that increaseki are downward
movements and only a small amount~or about 2.5%! of the
downward movements increaseki in models like the one
with p51/2 or the WV model, a small negative currentJ in
the WV model is expected due to the particles on the slo
region. Since negativeJ has not been found@2# in the DT
model @5# and its variant@2# in which movements on the
sloped region or on the site withki51 are not allowed, we
believe that growth processes not on the sloped region
04160
di-
-

n
-

d

re

not critical for the explaining the slow crossover pheno
enon from MH universality to EW universality. So we ca
understand the slow crossover in models like the WV mo
in terms of the small negativeJ, which comes from the
downward movement of particles on the sloped regions or
sites withki51.

Our final discussion is about the upward movements
considered. Similar upward movements on the sloped
gions were also considered in other models@7,16#. However,
such upward movements@7,16# were considered only when
the number of connected bonds at the chosen column is
to that of the NN column, and the resulting interfaces we
either unstable (b51) @7# or grooved@16#. In contrast, up-
ward movements in our model are based on compariso
the heights of NN columns to that of the chosen column.
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